Do You Have A Back-Up Generator? This All Power America Generator Is Only $249

Categories: General Prepping, Homesteading

With all the crazy weather, natural disasters and inflation we have been experiencing these last few years, investing in a back-up generator makes pretty good sense. I think a lot of folks don't consider buying a generator as they assume they cost $1000. Well I am here to tell you they don't have to...

The All Power America APG3012 is a 3,250 watt portable generator and it costs just $249. Not small change, but excellent value for what it provides. It is not the biggest or the best generator on the market, but All Power America generators are affordable, well made and reliable.

This model will power your fridge, TV, kettle, microwave and most small electrical devices. As it is a smaller portable model, you do need to be sensible with what you hope to have running all at the same time, but that is the same for all portable generators.

The great thing with a small portable generator is the portability! It can sit out of the way in the shed when you don't need it, also if you are bugging out etc, you can take it with you for mobile power. The negative is they are easy to steal, so you need to make sure you chain it up when using it.
So to summarize - if you are after an affordable back-up generator that will keep the lights on and the fridge running, the All Power America APG3012 is an excellent choice at $249

All Power America APG3012 specs

- 6.5HP OHV engine
- 3250 watt surge, 2500 watt rated
- Produces 20 Amps at 120V
- Runs 8hrs at 1/2 load on 4 gals. of fuel
- Operating noise 68dB
- Two AC 120V outlets
- One 12V DC output
- Lightweight, compact size
- EPA approved

Check out the: All Power America APG3012 $240.99 on Amazon